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Abstract

This paper presents new machine learning methods in the context of Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP), in order to extract useful information from
financial news. Traditional NLP approaches, based on the use of lexicons or
standard machine learning algorithms, have ignored the importance of posi-
tion and word combination in texts, resulting in reduced performance. More
recently, NLP empowered by deep learning has achieved remarkable results in
various tasks, such as sentiment analysis. This paper proposes a deep learn-
ing solution for sentiment analysis, trained exclusively on financial news, that
combines multiple recurrent neural networks. Following this, our sentiment
analysis models are further enhanced via a semi-supervised learning method
that relies on the detection and correction of presumably mislabeled data.
The performance of our proposed solution is compared favourably against
both traditional and state-of-the-art models based on its performance of pre-
viously unseen tweets data. The paper also provides novel research towards
the prediction of the specific economic sectors affected by news articles. Fi-
nally, we propose an ensemble of the sentiment and sector models in order
to provide sector-level sentiment analysis with potential applications in the
context of sector fund indices.
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1. Introduction1

Financial markets are volatile and at the same time susceptible to global2

events and phenomena, such as pandemics and political crises, trade com-3

petition, innovation and scientific discoveries. The spread of the COVID-194

pandemic has caused considerable disruption in the markets. The negative5

effects of this situation are reflected in global supply chains, as well as in6

declining global demand for goods and services. Uncertainty has increased7

in financial markets, with the US 10-year interest rate falling to a record low8

and at the same time business and consumer confidence has declined.9

Financial investors trade on the basis of available information, especially10

those that consider information on corporate financial analysis, with the11

potential to influence the market. The effort to generate future revenue12

based on stock price behavior has affected numerous research areas. Initial13

research on the subject argued that stock movements do not follow specific14

patterns or trends, with the result that their past behavior is not a valid15

criterion for predicting their future value. Later studies have moved in a16

similar direction, indicating that emotions affect rational thinking and social17

behavior to such an extent that the stock market itself can be considered as18

a measure of social mood (Audrino et al., 2020).19

Based on the above view, it could be considered that the analysis of public20

mood can be used to predict the movement of stock market prices. Bollen21

et al. (2011) report that changes in a particular public mood state are able to22

influence daily fluctuations in the closing prices of the Dow Jones Industrial23

Average. They also used graphs to study the correlation of micro-blogging24

activity in Twitter with changes in stock prices and the corresponding trading25

volumes.26

As the stream of textual data such as news articles or tweets continues27

to expand rapidly, recent research suggests that the analysis of online texts28

on blogs, websites and social networks is useful for predicting a variety of29

financial trends. A large number of websites that publish and collect such30

financial news and articles are active on the internet.31

Each one of these numerous sites manages a variety of financial articles,32

where in turn, each article contains tens or hundreds of words, which due to33

the inherent linguistic complexity, are difficult to process. Therefore, there is34

a need to collect, process and analyze such news using methods from modern35

computing fields, in order to handle countless pages of digitized texts and36

uncover the useful information that is hidden in plain sight. Consequently,37
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the outputs produced by these automated methods enable investors to make38

informed decisions (Feldman, 2013; Day and Lee, 2016).39

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the aforementioned fields40

and includes a range of computational methods for analyzing and encoding41

natural texts at one or more levels of language analysis, in order to achieve42

human-level language processing for a range of tasks or applications (Farkash43

et al., 2015), such as emotion analysis, summary creation and keyword ex-44

traction. Sentiment analysis is a well-known and multifaceted task studied45

by NLP researchers (Jain et al., 2017). The goal of sentiment analysis is to46

locate and extract subjective information from text sources, by detecting the47

attitude, polarity (positive or negative) or opinion that is being communi-48

cated in the text.49

Traditional approaches for developing sentiment detection models include50

dictionary based methods that rely on lexicons e.g. WordNet (Miller, 1995),51

as well as traditional machine learning algorithms. The latter category in-52

cludes both supervised learning, with techniques such as Naive Bayes (Zhang,53

2004), and unsupervised learning techniques like k-Means (Arthur and Vas-54

silvitskii, 2007).55

However, these methods often fail to accurately predict the polarity of56

financial texts, as they do not take into account the interrelationship of words,57

their position in a financial article and the semantics of the specific field58

of finance. Traditional NLP algorithms find it difficult to analyze ”silent”59

concepts such as ambiguities, ironic expressions, idioms, metaphors, etc. In60

the context of finance, while these methods go as far as to extract sentiment61

from a particular text, the sentiment is not automatically associated with62

one or more corresponding stocks or stock sectors.63

Deep learning later became the basis for the development of new senti-64

ment analysis models in finance, but was mainly based on pretrained text65

embeddings, such as Google-News-Word2Vec and Stanford’s GloVe. Pre-66

trained word embeddings are dense vector representations of text that cap-67

ture semantic relations. These embeddings are typically learned from a single68

language modelling task, later to be used as an effective data representation69

for solving other tasks. Large corpora of text, such as the Google News,70

fastText WIKI, TREC and IMDb datasets, have been used for learning text71

embeddings. Yet, those databases’ general purpose content is the source of72

the weakness in approaching the complexity of economic articles, achieving73

hardly 70% accuracy in finding positive-negative sentiment.74

In this paper, we propose a system consisting of three interconnected75
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modules, where at the heart of each one, there is a deep learning architec-76

ture that uses reccurrent neural networks (RNNs). The first module performs77

a preliminary label correction task, by detecting and relabeling news that has78

most likely been mislabeled as neutral. The second module is used for the79

classification of news as positive or negative, at the same time leveraging80

the most likely mislabeled examples for semi-supervised learning. The third81

module is used for the prediction of the particular economic sectors affected82

by news, based on text content. Finally, the proposed interconnected system83

combines the above modules in order to perform sector-level sentiment anal-84

ysis. The contributions of the paper are further explained in the following85

paragraphs.86

Firstly, we propose a sentiment analysis model that, according to our87

experiments, is competitive against a state-of-the-art method for financial88

texts, namely FinBERT. While our model is slightly outperformed by Distil-89

BERT in terms of accuracy, it is several times faster in terms of training and90

prediction time. As it will be further explained in a later section, we con-91

sider the shorter prediction time as relatively more beneficial for algorithmic92

trading applications, especially when the accuracy is comparable. Similarly,93

Scholtus et al. (2014) concluded that a time delay in trading activity can94

significantly reduce returns of news-based trading strategies, with a delay of95

300ms (1s) incurring about 10.85% (20.05%) losses per year.96

Secondly, we introduce a semi-supervised learning approach that takes97

advantage of neutrally labeled data. Specifically, we detect neutral data that98

are most likely mislabeled, which are then relabeled as positive or negative99

in order to augment the dataset used for binary sentiment analysis. Two100

deep learning ensembles are used to achieve this augmentation step. The101

first is an LSTM/GRU ensemble trained with neutral/not-neutral labeled102

data that can be used to detect neutrals that are most likely mislabeled.103

The second is another LSTM/GRU ensemble, trained with positive/negative104

labels, that relabels the previously detected data as positive or negative. Our105

experiments show that this label correction method marginally improves the106

results of our sentiment analysis model, after the latter is retrained on the107

augmented dataset.108

Thirdly, we investigate the problem of sector prediction based on news109

data. To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first NLP application110

based on deep learning that can extract the particular sectors affected by111

news. The experimental results show that this model significantly outper-112

formed DistilBERT and can effectively predict the sector that is most relevant113
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to each news item.114

Lastly, we propose a novel system named Sector-Level Sentiment Analy-115

sis (SLSA) that combines the previous models in order to extract the overall116

sentiment that affects each sector (i.e. the sector-level sentiment). As far as117

we are aware, the combination of sector prediction and sentiment analysis118

models in order to derive sector-level sentiment analysis has not been pre-119

viously proposed in the literature. To evaluate our system, we also propose120

three performance measures for this task: Sector Sentiment Accuracy (SSA),121

Sector Sentiment Percentage Error (SSPE) and Mean Sector Sentiment Per-122

centage Error (MSSPE). Our experiments show that this combined scheme123

is an effective method for determining sector-level sentiment.124

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 covers125

related work from literature. Section 3 presents the learning methods and126

data used. Section 4 presents the proposed machine learning modules and127

interconnected system. Section 5 provides the experimental results. Section128

6 includes a discussion on the findings. Section 7 concludes the paper.129

2. Related Work130

Sentiment analysis of financial texts is an NLP task, the goal of which is131

to interpret and classify emotions in financial data expressing a positive or132

negative sentiment. A survey from Klein and Prestbo (Klein and Prestbo,133

1974), using an ontology-guided semantic technique, established a theory re-134

garding how a pessimistic financial report can affect the markets with results135

that strongly support this kind of correlation between markets and financial136

news.137

Ederington and Lee (1993) suggested that market volatility could be138

based on financial texts and especially on press releases. Wüthrich et al.139

(1998) developed a computational linguistics system, based on financial arti-140

cles from five popular financial websites, to improve stock market predictive141

models and Melvin and Yin (2000) stated the importance of the financial142

news headlines for investors.143

Chan (2003) noticed that stocks mentioned in news releases performed144

significantly better than others at the same time period. Loughran and145

McDonald (2013) designed a common-term-weighting scheme to analyze the146

sentiment of financial texts and suggested that low level prices in many initial147

public offerings (IPOs) could be explained by the existence of news presenting148

uncertainty or negative sentiment. Baker and Wurgler (2006) and Kothari149
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et al. (2009) investigated the correlation of stock price volatility with the150

sentiment inherent in financial news.151

Ahmad (2011) introduced the notions of return and volatility in the con-152

text of sentiments extracted from news and also examined whether these can153

improve the estimation of financial risk. Généreux et al. (2011), assuming154

that the sentiment in news carry information about the future direction of155

prices, explored the short-term impact of financial news items on the stock156

price of companies. They proposed an effective Support Vector Machine157

(SVM) model that was trained on news labelled according to market reac-158

tions.159

While we can’t deny that investors base their decision on hard facts,160

such as company earnings and price signals, it is also true that they are,161

at some extent, influenced by the prevailing sentiments that surround them.162

Cambria et al. (2017) highlights that automatic and effective processes for163

capturing public sentiments have significant implications for financial market164

predictions. Given that multiple channels of information (text, audio, images165

etc.) influence market sentiment, a multi-modal approach is promising for166

gaining an edge on competition.167

Later works established the fact that sentiment analysis is relevant to168

many challenges of finance. Some important problems include volatility fore-169

casting, trend forecasting and portfolio management. Based on the assump-170

tion of a bidirectional interaction between asset prices and market sentiment,171

Xing et al. (2019) proposed the Sentiment Aware Volatility Forecasting (SAV-172

ING) model that incorporates market sentiment signals in a neural network173

architecture. Regarding the prediction of price fluctuation, it was shown174

that SAVING outperforms statistical methods and RNNs that rely solely on175

historical price data.176

Xing et al. (2018) proposed a novel portfolio management method by com-177

bining market sentiment views with modern portfolio theory via a Bayesian178

approach. A hybrid approach that combined evolved clustering with a Long179

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model (Huang et al., 2015), an improved RNN180

architecture, was used to extract market sentiment views. The proposed181

portfolio management method demonstrated higher profits compared to sev-182

eral benchmarks. Malandri et al. (2018) applied machine learning to directly183

learn the best asset allocation strategy based on historical prices and public184

mood features. Experimenting with five portfolios, they highlighted the ad-185

dition of sentiment features for notably increasing revenues, while the same186

features were best utilized by LSTM.187
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Picasso et al. (2019) followed another machine learning approach to fore-188

cast the trend of a portfolio consisting of the twenty most capitalized compa-189

nies listed in NASDAQ100. Specifically, they proposed a time series classifica-190

tion system based on market data, fundamental data and sentiment features191

that were extracted from news articles. The effectiveness of this forecasting192

approach was further demonstrated in a simulated High Frequency Trading193

(HFT) scenario.194

As far as machine learning approaches are concerned, Pang et al. (2002)195

introduced empirical methods in NLP using sentiment classification based on196

movie reviews. They used traditional machine learning methods, like Naive197

Bayes and SVM, and the results showed that the latter method was the best198

performing in any experiment. While the utility of extracting sentiment from199

online texts was proven, the previously mentioned methods could not capture200

the object of each sentiment in detail.201

Schumaker and Chen (2009a,b), applied sentiment analysis on news, us-202

ing bag-of-words, noun phrases and named entities as text representation,203

in order to integrate stock prediction models with textual content. Further-204

more, Linear Regression and SVM were the machine learning classifiers used205

as predictive models. Zhang and Swanson (2010) analyzed online financial206

texts and estimated that the sentimental content of these texts presented an207

additional value.208

Identification of phrase subjectivity was a key factor that Wiebe and209

Mihalcea (2006) pointed out through machine learning methods based on210

word polarity. Their effort indicated that a negative sentiment does not mean211

the pessimistic mood of the article’s author. Chua et al. (2009) deployed212

a sentiment extraction engine from internet stock message boards, which213

consisted of a variation of Naive Bayes classifiers and produced an accuracy214

of 78.72%.215

Thelwall et al. (2010) implemented SentiStrength, an algorithm to eval-216

uate sentiment levels from stock news written in informal English. This217

approach failed to achieve accurate sentiment analysis for specific domains218

of financial activity. Knowledge that derives from specific financial domains219

could affect the sentiment polarity in financial articles. Thus, if common220

financial terms are treated as simple words, it is difficult to extract the real221

sentiment in domain-specific expressions.222

Wang et al. (2014) proposed a method based on ensemble machine learn-223

ing techniques, supporting the idea that sentiment analysis should focus more224

on phrases than on individual words, since the phrases correspond to the225
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most meaningful parts of a text. Cohen et al. (2011) implemented a series226

of pre-processing steps in order to filter out unrelated information that exist227

in tweets due to their informal structure. These steps improved the quality228

of the extracted tokens enough to improve the performance of the classi-229

fier. Similarly, Srividhya and Anitha (2010) investigated the contribution of230

stemming and stop word removal to text analysis.231

However, Saif et al. (2012) mentioned that the removal of stop words232

could probably reduce the accuracy of sentiment analysis, since these words233

may have a specific role for sentiment classification. Rechenthin et al. (2013)234

used a variety of classification models to predict stock trends, based on Yahoo235

Finance Message Board. A keyword based algorithm was proposed to classify236

tweets as positive, neutral or negative. The proposed model achieved almost237

75% accuracy.238

Neutrality is frequently ignored in sentiment analysis due to its vagueness239

and lack of information. In Valdivia et al. (2018), however, it is considered240

to be the main key for distinguishing between positive from negative classes241

and improving sentiment classification. Neutrality is considered as potential242

noise, so from a noise filtering point of view, the detection and removal of243

noise can improve performance. To this end, a neutrality proximity function244

is introduced that assigns weights to polarities according to its proximity to245

a neutral point.246

Wang et al. (2020) proposed a new sentiment analysis scheme, namely247

multi-level fine-scaled sentiment sensing with ambivalence handling. The248

ambivalence handler is described, indicating strength-level tuning settings for249

analyzing the strength and fine-scale of both positive and negative attitudes.250

When both positive and negative co-exist, ambivalence is configured as a251

combination of mixed-negative (stronger weighting of negative sentiments),252

mixed-positive (stronger weighting of positive sentiments) and mixed-neutral253

(equal weighting of positive and negative sentiment).254

LSTM and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Dey and Salem, 2017) have255

been a cornerstone for NLP research due to their ability to overcome vanish-256

ing or exploding gradients in longer texts. Basiri et al. (2021) explain several257

issues that appeared in previous sentiment analysis systems that used RNNs258

like LSTM or GRU, more importantly, their high dimensional output when259

used as feature layer and the fact that they consider all words as of equal260

importance.261

To address these issues, they proposed an Attention-based Bidirectional262

CNN-RNN Deep Model (ABCDM) for sentiment analysis on both long prod-263
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uct reviews, as well as shorter tweets. The Convolutional Neural Network264

(CNN) layer reduced the dimensionality of the output, while an attention265

mechanism was employed to learn which parts of the input were relevant.266

ABCDM outperformed several state-of-the-art models at short tweet polarity267

classification, which is interesting in view of the fact that Twitter significantly268

contributes to the formation of market sentiment.269

While there is still ongoing research towards improving RNNs, Vaswani270

et al. (2017) followed another approach and introduced the Transformer, a271

neural architecture that is based on the attention mechanism without the272

need for recurrent layers. Subsequent papers proposed several pre-trained273

Transformer based models for language tasks that received significant popu-274

larity, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT-3 (Floridi and Chiriatti,275

2020).276

The Neural Tensor Network (NTW) has also been of particular interest277

due to its ability to learn multiple relationships between entities (e.g. words),278

which can then be used as features for sentiment analysis or other NLP tasks.279

Li et al. (2021) provided a mathematical analysis of NTW based on Taylor’s280

theorem to shed light on the connection between NTW and traditional neural281

networks.282

3. Methods and Materials283

This section presents the data and machine learning algorithms employed284

in our experiments. Firstly, the sources of text data are given, and all data285

preprocessing steps are revealed. Secondly, we provide references for the286

machine learning algorithms that were used in the experiments.287

3.1. Dataset288

In order to construct our datasets, we use a financial news network web-289

site, called StockNewsApi.com which offers videos and articles from more290

than thirty (30) news sources.1291

1The news’ sources include The Street, CNBC, Zacks, Benzinga, Bloomberg, Engadget,
Forbes, MarketWatch, The Motley Fool, Investor Business Daily, Seeking Alpha, 24/7
Wall Street, Business Insider, Business Wire, CNET, CNN, Forbes, Fox News, GeekWire,
Huffington Post, NYTimes, Reuters and The Guardian. The news text data used for this
research are provided in the following link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bP6D_
k7bfkaQLCB5D27Buz_Ag-X6ar7o/view?usp=sharing
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Table 1: Datasets details

TechNews AllTickers
Number of Examples 43189 Number of Examples 133743
Number of Examples, no duplicates 25547 Number of Examples, no duplicates 74595
Number of words before cleaning 855938 Number of words before cleaning 2635769
Number of words after cleaning 557857 Number of words after cleaning 1717037
Negative Examples 11372 Negative Examples 37278
Positive Examples 14175 Positive Examples 37317

In this paper, we constructed and used two different datasets. We named292

them the TechNews dataset, which consists of financial news articles exclu-293

sively related to technology companies, and the AllTickers dataset, which294

includes general market news from a variety of economic sectors. Details for295

both datasets are shown in Table 1.296

All news items include a sentiment tag that can be described as positive,297

negative or neutral. The last description is used if the title or the main298

content of an article cannot be clearly defined as positive or negative. The299

data also includes the following fields for each news item: The news title,300

the main informative content (text), the source, the publication date, the301

derived sentiment (positive-negative-neutral) and the stock tickers referred302

to in the news.303

Furthermore, the collected news items have additional labels with respect304

to their related economic sectors. The sector areas along with the respective305

number of examples for each one are presented in Table 2.306

Table 2: Economic Sectors

Sectors Number of Examples
Technology 26934
Healthcare 26934
Financial 19270
Consumer goods 20279
Energy 3965
Commodity 5743

3.2. Preprocessing307

In the first phase, we remove the duplicate news records, as data overlaps308

may happen during the download process in StockNewsApi.com. The main309
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reason for the overlap is the fact that the main API call filter is the publi-310

cation date and the time difference with the USA does not allow us to cover311

all the day’s articles. Inevitably, if we want to get the missing articles of the312

previous day, we will also receive already acquired ones. The remaining data313

is then subjected to a series of processes.314

• Converting all words to the lower case so that there is no distinction of315

words depending on how they are written (uppercase or lowercase).316

• Removal of special characters. Special characters are non-alphanumeric317

symbols that are most often found in comments, references, currency318

symbols, etc. Such characters do not provide any additional value319

to the text’s semantic content and provoke noise in machine learning320

algorithms.321

• Removal of Numbers and Dates: As we deal with texts, numbers as well322

as dates may not add any significant informational value to linguistic323

analysis. Regarding the analysis of financial texts, Sun et al. (2014) and324

Pejic Bach et al. (2019) mention that numbers add noise and should325

be removed during data preprocessing. In this work, we conducted326

experiments that confirmed the above fact, so we decided not to include327

numbers.328

• Removal of stop words: Stop words are often used in order to make sen-329

tences grammatically correct, for example, words like a, is, an, the, etc.330

These words are of minimal to no importance in text sentiment anal-331

ysis and are available in abundance in open texts, articles, comments,332

etc. It is considered semantically correct to remove these words as well333

as those with a character length of two or less, so that machine learn-334

ing algorithms can focus better on words that define the informative335

content of the article.336

• Tokenization: It is a way of splitting a text into smaller sections called337

tokens. Here, tokens can be either words, characters or parts of words,338

therefore, tokenization can be broadly classified into 3 types - word,339

character, and subword (n-gram characters). The result is a list of340

tokens that have been separated without punctuation.341

• Stemming: Is defined as the process of converting words into the form342

of their stem, base or root. The stem does not have to be identical343
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to the original word. There are many ways to implement stemming,344

such as algorithms based on search tables and suffix removal. These345

are mainly based on removing letters, such as ’s’, ’es’, ’ed’, ’ing’, ’ly’,346

from the end of words.347

An exception is made for the input of Transformer based models (Section348

3.3), namely DistilBERT and FinBERT, for which only the recommended349

tokenizer-encoder implementations are applied.350

For each dataset, we proceed by splitting the data into training set at a351

rate of 70%, and testing set at the remaining rate of 30%. Especially, for the352

purpose of model selection, we use 20% of the training data as a validation353

set. We consider two methods in order to handle class imbalance. In the first354

method, the training data is subject to oversampling of the minority class355

examples, while in the second method, we apply cost-sensitive learning. The356

latter method is achieved by using weights either as a parameter in machine357

learning classifier or in neural network’s loss functions.358

When data separation is completed, we perform data vectorization 2 for359

Naive Bayes, Random Forest (RF) and SVM estimators, using Term Fre-360

quency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). TF-IDF is a particular361

method for vectorizing text based on the following information: (a) the fre-362

quency of each term (i.e word or token) in each text and (b) the number of363

texts in which each term appears.364

3.3. Learning methods365

We consider two families of learning methods, namely traditional machine366

learning and the more recent deep learning approaches for sequential data.367

The traditional machine learning algorithms that we use in each task are368

Naive Bayes (Zhang, 2004), RF (Xu et al., 2012), SVM (Vishwanathan and369

Narasimha Murty, 2002) and Extremely Randomized Trees (ERT) (Geurts370

et al., 2006). Our deep learning approaches include LSTM and GRU, which371

are compared to two state-of-the-art models, namely DistilBERT (Sanh et al.,372

2019) and FinBERT (Huang et al., 2020). DistilBERT uses distillation to373

produce a lighter and faster version of the Bidirectional Encoder Representa-374

tions from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019), which belongs to the375

2In this context, data vectorization is the essential process of representing textual
data as numerical vectors. The transformation is a necessary step as traditional machine
learning algorithms work on numerical data.
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Table 3: Hyperparameter search space and best configuration for LSTM and GRU

Hyperparameter Search space Comment
Learning rate [0.0005, 0.001, 0.0015, 0.01] Best performing for all experiments
Epochs w/ early stopping [1, 2, .., 15, 16, 17, .., 30] For all experiments fell within 15-17
Dropout [0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7] Best performing for all experiments
Number of recurrent layers [2,3] Best performing for all experiments
Units per recurrent layer [256,300,512] Best performing for all experiments

Table 4: Hyperparameter search and best configuration for RF and SVM

Learning Algorithm Hyperparameter Search space

Random Forest

Max estimator depth [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, None]
Min samples per leaf [1,2,4]
Min samples per split [2,5,6,10]
Number of estimators [200, 288, 377, 466,555, 644, 600,733, 822, 911, 1000]
Bootstrap samples [True,False]
Class weights [None, Balanced]

SVM

C [0.001,0.01,0.1,1, 10, 100, 1000]
Kernel [ linear ]
Decision function shape (multiclass) [One versus One, One Versus Rest]
Class weights [ Balanced, None]

category of neural networks known as Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).376

For the sentiment analysis task on tweets, we also compare our results with377

FinBERT, a state-of-the art Transformer particularly fine-tuned for senti-378

ment analysis of financial texts.379

The work utilized two popular machine learning frameworks. The tra-380

ditional learning models were implemented with Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa381

et al., 2012), while deep learning algorithms were implemented with Py-382

Torch (Paszke et al., 2019). For DistilBERT and FinBERT we also used the383

HuggingFace Transformers package (Wolf et al., 2020).384

3.4. Hyperparameter search385

In terms of hyperparameter tuning3 we applied grid search to choose386

hyperparameters. This section presents the hyperparameters that were con-387

sidered, the search space used for each hyperparameter, and the best config-388

uration for each model.389

Concerning our neural network models, LSTM and GRU, we experi-390

mented with learning rate, batch size, dropout rate (Srivastava et al., 2014),391

3Machine learning models require the specification of both parameters and hyperparam-
eters. While the former are estimated by the training algorithm itself, the latter have to
be set by the experimenter. Thus, in this paper we employ grid search for hyperparameter
tuning.
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number of recurrent layers and number of units per recurrent layer. The best392

hyperparameters were found to be the same for LSTM and GRU, while there393

was a small variation in the number of epochs for sentiment analysis and sec-394

tor prediction. Moreover, early stopping was used to select the number of395

epochs. The search space for each hyperparameter is provided in Table 3,396

with the corresponding best configuration for each hyperparameter appear-397

ing in bold text. In summary, we opted for architectures with 2 recurrent398

layers of 256 units each, trained for 15-17 epochs with the use of a 0.001399

learning rate and 0.5 dropout rate.400

The aforementioned models are bidirectional, i.e. each sentence is ex-401

amined from two hidden levels, where the first parses the sentence from the402

first word to the last one, and the second parses the semantic content of the403

sentence in reverse order, from the last word to the first. The final decision404

for the dependent target variable is produced by combining the decisions of405

the two hidden levels.406

With regard to the traditional methods, for RF we try to obtain the best407

combination of the following hyperparameters: number of trees, maximum408

tree depth, maximum number of features consider for best split, minimum409

number of samples for node splitting, minimum number of samples for node410

to be considered a leaf and whether to use bootstrap samples. The grid411

search results for RF are provided in Table 4. The best configuration used412

600 estimators of depth less than 90, with a minimum of 2 samples per leaf413

and 6 per split.414

Regarding the SVM estimator, we perform a grid search process to tune415

the regularization parameter C, using a linear kernel. We note that poly-416

nomial and RBF kernels were not investigated further due to our limited417

computational resources.418

For ERT, we opted for the default setting since tuning did not bring419

any significant differences in performance. For Naive Bayes, following an420

empirical rule based on the number of classes, we set the smoothing operator421

to 0.2 for sentiment analysis and 0.6 for sector prediction.422

4. Machine Learning System Architecture423

In this section we present the three machine learning modules that were424

used for the tasks of label correction, sentiment analysis and sector detec-425

tion. We also present how these modules were integrated into a sector-level426

sentiment analysis system.427
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4.1. Detection and relabeling of presumably mislabeled neutrals428

In preparation for this task, the available financial articles are labeled as429

neutral or not-neutral, with the latter label given to news that were originally430

labeled positive or negative in our dataset.431

Initially, we assume that a number of samples have been mislabeled as432

neutral. Therefore, our first goal is to detect samples that have most likely433

been mislabeled as neutral. To this end, we train a neutral/not-neutral434

ensemble classifier (LSTM and GRU) and consider as presumably mislabeled435

the samples that were originally labeled as neutral but were predicted as not-436

neutral by both LSTM and GRU after using a 0.5 probability threshold. We437

consider it possible that the remaining neutral samples, those that were not438

detected as potentially mislabeled, are actually neutral in terms of polarity.439

Thus, due to the fact that we perform binary sentiment analysis, these truly440

neutral samples were removed and will not be relevant for the remainder of441

this work.442

Figure 1: Flow diagram for the label correction task. P/N news refers to the part of the
data that either positive or negative news.
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Following this, our next goal is to relabel the detected samples as positive443

or negative. For this purpose, we use an ensemble positive/negative classifier444

(LSTM and GRU) to relabel the data that will be used for semi-supervised445

learning (see Section 4.2). The rules for relabeling are the following: (a) If446

both LSTM and GRU predicted probabilities higher than 0.9, the sample447

is relabeled as positive (b) If both LSTM and GRU predicted probabilities448

lower than 0.1, the sample is relabeled as negative. Otherwise, the sample449

is considered irrelevant for the remainder of this work and is removed from450

the dataset. Figure 1 presents a graphical illustration for the module that451

detects and relabels potentially mislabelled data.452

4.2. Sentiment analysis for polarity detection453

Figure 2: Deep learning architectures for the LSTM and GRU models of the sentiment
analysis task.

In this task, our goal is to classify financial articles as positive or negative,454

depending on the sentiment that is derived from their textual content. To455

this end, we train both LSTM and GRU models for binary classification on456

data labeled as positive or negative.457

The deep learning architectures for both models are provided in Figure 2,458

while the remainder of this paragraph will provide more detail. In the input459

layer, the vocabulary initially has 21274 words, which are then embedded as460
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300 dimensional dense vectors. Both architectures use two stacked bidirec-461

tional recurrent layers (BiLSTM or BiGRU) of 256 units, followed by a fully462

connected layer with 1 unit. Dropout at 0.5 is used for the recurrent and463

fully connected layers. The last layer uses a logistic activation function to464

output scores between 0 and 1, which are interpreted as sentiment polarity465

scores.466

We note that the same architectures are used for the detection and rela-467

beling tasks mentioned in Section 4.1. A few differences are that (a) in these468

tasks LSTM and GRU are used as an ensemble and (b) for the detection task469

only the label is changed to neutral/not-neutral. As mentioned in the same470

section, additional samples, originally labelled neutral, were relabeled as pos-471

itive or negative. The same were added in the positive/negative training set472

in order to retrain the sentiment analysis model with more examples.473

For the sentiment analysis task, we compare and evaluate the methods474

given in Section 3.3. In addition, we evaluate each method on a completely475

unknown set of Tweets data, which includes economic news and is used476

exclusively as a second testing dataset.477

4.3. Sector prediction478

The objective of sector prediction is to detect the economic sector that479

is related to each news item. The sectors used as labels in this task are480

technology, healthcare, financial, consumer goods, energy and commodities.481

Furthermore, we evaluate and compare the same methods mentioned in the482

previous section, excluding FinBERT.483

A graphical illustration for the sector prediction deep learning architec-484

tures are provided in Figure 4. While the architectures are similar to the ones485

mentioned in 4.2, the output layer is different. Specifically, we use a fully486

connected layer with 6 units (i.e. one for each sector) and softmax activation487

in order to output sector membership scores that add to 1.488

4.4. Sector-level sentiment analysis489

As it was revealed in the Introduction, we combine the previously men-490

tioned modules (see Section 4.1, Section 4.2 and Section 4.3) in order to491

develop an interconnected solution. Initially, this solution detects the sec-492

tor of economic activity that is directly affected by each news article. The493

following step consists of the classification of the same news items as positive494

or negative. The final output is an estimation of the sector-level sentiment,495

with the computational steps described in the following paragraph.496
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Figure 3: Flow diagram for the sector prediction task.

Figure 4: Deep learning architecture for the sector detection task.

Firstly, all news items are grouped according to the predicted sector. Sec-497

ondly, for each sector’s group we aggregate the predicted sentiment for the498

news that belong to this group, specifically by averaging4, to derive the sen-499

4An interesting alternative would be to compute the weighted average with regard to
the news source or author popularity.
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Figure 5: Flow diagram of the interconnected sector-level sentiment analysis system.

timent of the corresponding sector. The architecture for this interconnected500

system, with respect to its application on previously unseen news data (latest501

news), is provided in Figure 5.502

While the previous approach combines the models of Section 4.2 and503

Section 4.3, we also consider an alternative approach to sector-level senti-504

ment forecasting with a single multi-class model. The latter method di-505

rectly classifies news into one among twelve classes formed by the Carte-506

sian product of the different sectors and sentiment levels. The twelve classes507

are {Consumer-Negative, Consumer-Positive, Financial-Negative, Financial-508

Positive, Technology-Negative, Technology-Positive, Health-Negative, Health-509

Positive, Energy-Negative, Energy-Positive, Commodity-Negative, Commodity-510

Positive}, such that a single model simultaneously classifies both sentiment511

and sector. After decomposing these predictions into a sentiment and sector512

(e.g. Energy-Positive is decomposed into the labels Energy and Positive),513

the estimation of sector-level sentiment is identical to the previous approach,514

that is the computation of the average predicted sentiment for each predicted515

sector.516

To elaborate, the first approach is a two-step method that classifies sector517

and sentiment with independent models, and combines the results thereafter.518

In contrast, the second multi-class approach simultaneously classifies both519

sentiment and sector in a single pass. A hypothesis in favour of the second520

approach is that the concept of sentiment may differ along the various sectors.521

For instance, what might be considered as positive sentiment in the context522
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Table 5: Sentiment analysis test set statistics

Task Dataset Positive Negative

Sentiment Analysis (Binary)
General News 11135 11164
Tech News 4235 3399
Tweets 604 1363

Table 6: Sector prediction test set statistics

Task Technology Healthcare Financial Consumer Goods Energy Commodity
Sector Prediction (Multiclass) 8080 5404 5781 6084 1190 1723

of the fast-growing and unpredictable technology sector might be considered523

negative in a more established and stable sector. A benefit in favour of the524

first approach is that there are more examples per class, as there are two and525

six classes in the constituent sentiment and sector models, respectively.526

Essentially, both methods begin with a different approach to predict a527

sector and sentiment label for each news text. The remaining pipeline, that528

is the estimation of the sector-level sentiment by averaging the sentiment of529

news over each sector, is identical for both methods.530

4.5. Evaluation process531

As mentioned in Section 3.2, for each dataset we split the available finan-532

cial articles into a training set at a rate of 70%, and a testing one at a rate533

of 30%. Especially, in order to find the optimal hyperparameters of neural534

network models, we use a 20% of the training data as a validation set.535

As far as sentiment analysis is concerned, we use an additional testing536

set that exclusively contains financial tweets, which also mentioned in Sec-537

tion 4.2. When the training process is completed, we estimate each model’s538

performance on a set of unknown instances (testing set) with respect to the539

following metrics suitable for classification problems: Accuracy, Balanced540

Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1. The label distribution for the sentiment541

analysis test set is provided in Table 5, while the corresponding information542

for the sector prediction test set is provided in Table 6.543

For sector-level sentiment analysis, we evaluated the performance of both544

the two-step and multi-class approaches as follows. Firstly, we estimate the545

accuracy in computing simultaneously both sector and sentiment labels over546

N news articles, and denote this quantity as Sector Sentiment Accuracy547

(SSA) and estimate it with the formula given in Equation 1.5 For the k-th548

5The indicator function 1(e) is equal to 1 if the logical expression e is true, or 0 if it
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news article, Sectk, ˆSectk, Sentik, ˆSentik denote the actual sector, the pre-549

dicted sector, the actual sentiment and the predicted sentiment, respectively.550

The set of all sectors is denoted by S, while s is a particular sector.551

Secondly, we define Sector Sentiment Percentage Error (SSPE) as the552

percentage error between the actual and predicted sentiment scores for each553

sector s ∈ S, as in Equation 2.6 While the former quantity is estimated with554

the actual sector and sentiment labels, the latter uses predicted sector and555

sentiment labels. Finally, we computed the Mean Sector Sentiment Percent-556

age Error (MSSPE) by averaging the SSPE over all sectors, as in Equation557

3.558

SSA =
1

N

N∑
k=1

(1( ˆSectk = Sectk ∧ ˆSentik = Sentik)) (1)

SSPE(s) = 100×
ESectk=s [Sentik]− E ˆSectk=s [

ˆSentik]

ESectk=s [Sentik]
, s ∈ S (2)

MSSPE = Es∈S[SPE(s)] (3)

5. Experimental Results559

We conducted several experiments on the technological and general news560

datasets. In this section, we present the performance results for the sentiment561

analysis module, the sector detection module and the interconnected sector-562

level sentiment analysis system.563

5.1. News-level sentiment analysis results564

The sentiment classification process consists of two main steps. In the565

first step, we use two different datasets, TechNews and AllTickers.566

We proceed to the phase of training and evaluation of our models, based567

on the above datasets, presenting the corresponding results in Table 7 and568

Table 8 respectively. Furthermore, in the second step, we proceed to an569

independent evaluation of our pretrained models with an unknown dataset570

false. The logical AND operation p ∧ q is true only if both operands p and q are true.
6The expression Ee(x)[f(x)] denotes the expected average of f(x) over the set {x|e(x)}.
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that includes tweets of financial content. Additionally, we also evaluate Fin-571

BERT with pretrained weights and after being fine-tuned with 10,000 finan-572

cial statements for a sentiment prediction task. Results for the tweets test573

set are shown in Table 9.574

As shown in the evaluation tables, DistilBERT is the best performing575

model across most metrics for both TechNews and AllTickers. It is closely576

followed by GRU and LSTM, with most differences across metrics being in577

the range of 2-4%. We observe a marginal improvement in the performance of578

LSTM and GRU when the data are enriched with the presumably mislabeled579

neutrals detected in the preliminary phase. Regarding the other machine580

learning methods, ERT is the best performing model in both datasets.581

Table 7: Pos-Neg Technology New

B. Accuracy Accuracy Precision F1 Recall
DistilBERT (finetuned) 0.943 0.914 0.955 0.948 0.941
GRU 0.913 0.914 0.914 0.915 0.915
LSTM with neutrals 0.911 0.910 0.911 0.911 0.911
GRU with neutrals 0.910 0.912 0.912 0.912 0.912
LSTM 0.905 0.904 0.905 0.905 0.905
ERT 0.893 0.896 0.896 0.895 0.893
Random Forest 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885
Naive Bayes 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.837

Table 8: Pos-Neg General News

B. Accuracy Accuracy Precision F1 Recall
DistilBERT (finetuned) 0.928 0.928 0.936 0.927 0.918
LSTM with neutrals 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.905 0.905
LSTM 0.905 0.905 0.905 0.905 0.905
GRU with neutrals 0.901 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900
GRU 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900
SVM (Linear) 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.874
ERT 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.874
Random Forest 0.865 0.865 0.866 0.865 0.865
Naive Bayes 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82

As expected, in the last evaluation with the tweets dataset (Table 9),582

the models pretrained with general news performed significantly better than583

the respective pretrained with technology news, due to the fact that the584
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Table 9: Tweets Dataset

B. Accuracy Accuracy Precision F1 Recall
DistilBert trained in General news 0.902 0.914 0.943 0.937 0.932
DistilBert trained in Tech news 0.821 0.873 0.872 0.913 0.957
LSTM trained in General news 0.834 0.839 0.850 0.842 0.838
GRU trained in General news 0.821 0.824 0.838 0.828 0.824
SVM (linear) in General news 0.820 0.821 0.791 0.801 0.820
FinBERT (fine-tuned) 0.779 0.730 0.816 0.740 0.730
GRU trained in Tech news 0.755 0.735 0.786 0.745 0.735
LSTM trained in Tech news 0.751 0.748 0.780 0.756 0.748
ERT train in General News 0.788 0.829 0.788 0.788 0.788
Random Forest trained in General news 0.748 0.8037 0.7745 0.7583 0.7477
Naive Bayes trained in General news 0.739 0.7092 0.7036 0.696 0.739
ERT trained in Tech News 0.725 0.776 0.737 0.730 0.725
Naive Bayes trained in Tech news 0.7144 0.6977 0.6836 0.6804 0.7144
Random Forest trained in Tech news 0.6879 0.7307 0.6848 0.6862 0.6879

former offers better generalization towards a larger variety of news. Once585

more, DistilBERT finetuned on general news achieves the best results, being586

about 8% ahead in Balanced Accuracy and 9% in F1 score compared to587

LSTM. Furthermore, DistilBERT, LSTM and GRU, as well as linear SVM,588

significantly outperforms FinBERT, even though the latter is finetuned for589

sentiment analysis on financial texts.590

While it is clear that DistilBERT achieves the best metrics for both news591

and tweets data, we highlight that it does so at a certain cost. Specifically,592

the execution time results of LSTM, GRU and DistilBERT, provided in Table593

10, do not favour DistilBERT. Compared to the training times of LSTM and594

GRU, DistilBERT is about 40% slower in general news and 145% slower in595

tech news. More importantly, inference for DistilBERT is about 13 times596

slower for general news, 8 times slower for tech news and 20 times for tweets.597

Subsequently, there is a trade-off between a 2-4% increase in predictive598

performance of news sentiment analysis against several times faster inference,599

which is considerable given the time-critical nature of financial applications.600

With respect to highly competitive financial markets, more so for HFT en-601

vironments, reaction time is paramount for capturing profit opportunities in602

time (Scholtus et al., 2014). Thus, financial experts that want to integrate603

sentiment analysis in algorithmic trading systems should further investigate604

the most profitable resolution to this trade-off.605
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Table 10: Execution times for training and inference for the sentiment analysis task (in
seconds)

General Tech
LSTM GRU DistilBert LSTM GRU DistilBert

Training (News) 291.933 280.571 398.135 126.907 106.874 260.282
Inference (News) 2.088 1.704 28.371 1.26 1.29 10.275
Inference (Tweets) 0.107 0.102 2.401 0.230 0.104 2.501

5.2. Sector prediction results606

This section presents the performance results for the sector detection607

module, the goal of which is to retrieve the economic sector derived from the608

analysis of financial news content.609

Notably, the dataset is imbalanced and we address this problem by ap-610

plying appropriate weights to each classifier’s training process. Regarding611

Naive Bayes, SVM and RF, we proceed to an extra method for handling612

imbalanced data, oversampling, but it lagged behind in performance against613

the weight method. Sector-level analysis results for the task of predicting614

the affected sector are presented in Table 11.615

In this task, LSTM and GRU were the most reliable solution with remark-616

able balanced performance in any area of economic interest, closely followed617

by DistilBERT. Since LSTM and GRU are marginally ahead DistilBERT in618

terms of predictive performance, execution time should be the deciding factor619

for the best model, for reasons explained in the previous section.620

The execution times are provided in Table 12. DistilBERT requires 3%621

and 65% more training time compared to LSTM and GRU, respectively.622

More importantly, inference for DistilBERT is about 70 times slower com-623

pared to LSTM and GRU, which could pose a significant impact for algorith-624

mic trading systems. Overall, the experiments establish LSTM as the best625

option for sector prediction, achieving about 1% increase in most metrics626

compared to GRU and DistilBERT, with only marginally slower inference627

than GRU. Finally, linear SVM is the best performing model among the628

remaining methods.629

5.3. Sector-level sentiment analysis results630

The final step is to combine the previous models in an interconnected sys-631

tem, where our effort aims towards predicting both the sector of economic632

interest and sentiment. The combined predictions for both the sector and633
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Table 11: Sector Analysis

B. Accuracy Accuracy Precision Recall F1
LSTM 0.892 0.882 0.884 0.882 0.882
GRU 0.888 0.876 0.879 0.876 0.877
DistilBERT 0.885 0.879 0.878 0.878 0.878
SVM (Linear - weights) 0.870 0.860 0.853 0.870 0.861
SVM (Linear - oversampled) 0.865 0.858 0.853 0.865 0.859
ERT (oversampled) 0.811 0.806 0.830 0.819 0.811
Naive Bayes 0.85 0.83 0.838 0.830 0.831
Random Forest (weights) 0.821 0.796 0.801 0.821 0.810
Random Forest(oversampled) 0.803 0.784 0.810 0.803 0.804

Table 12: Execution times for training and inference for the sentiment analysis task (in
seconds)

LSTM GRU DistilBERT

Inteference 1.228 1.180 85.618
Training 373.299 232.405 384.827

sentiment labels are aggregated in order to estimate the sector-level senti-634

ment. Details regarding the computation of sector-level sentiment are given635

in Section 4.4. Furthermore, the interconnected system is compared to a sin-636

gle model multi-class approach for the simultaneous classification of sector637

and sentiment, which is also explained in Section 4.4. For the evaluation and638

comparison of the two approaches, we present the results for the metrics SSA,639

SSPE and MSSPE (see Section 4.5) in Table 13, as specified in Section 4.5.640

For the sentiment analysis and sector detection tasks of the interconnected641

system, as well as for the multi-class approach, we used LSTM.642

In terms of accuracy, that is the percentage of news which had correct pre-643

dictions for both sector and sentiment, the hybrid approach achieved about644

79.3%, being noticeably better than the single multi-class model. Similarly,645

there is a difference of about 10% in the average sector-level sentiment per-646

centage error between the two approaches in favour of the hybrid model.647

With regards to the different sectors, the hybrid model features signifi-648

cantly better performance in all but the Technology sector. Furthermore, the649

multi-class approach does remarkably better in the Technology sector com-650

pared to its performance in other sectors. This result is in agreement with a651

previous assumption, that the definition of positive and negative sentiment652
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Table 13: Evaluation results for the two sector-level sentiment analysis approaches.

Hybrid Multiclass
SSA 79.29% 77.18%
Sector SSPE

Technology 5.097% 4.538%
Healthcare 2.974% 14.959%
Financial 6.111% 18.269%

Consumer goods 2.792% 13.102%
Energy 2.755% 19.480%

Commodity 4.643% 14.753%
MSSPE 4.06% 14.18%

may depend on the underlying sector, especially when comparing fast paced653

to more traditional sectors.654

A possible explanation is that the multi-class approach is given the op-655

portunity to model the particular Technology-Positive/Technology-Negative656

concepts, which probably differ from the general Positive/Negative concepts.657

In contrast, the hybrid model does not consider any sector information during658

the sentiment analysis stage, and thus captures only the latter, more gen-659

eral concepts. Nevertheless, the hybrid model is the best performing overall,660

which indicates that the concept of sentiment does not vary as much for the661

remaining five sectors.662

6. Discussion663

In each task of the experimental process, our main goal was to achieve the664

best possible results by using a large number of experiments and by exploring665

an exhaustive combination of hyperparameters for each classifier. Common666

key factors, such as the train-test split used for each method, were held fixed667

in order to ensure unbiased results.668

In the sentiment analysis task, DistilBERT stood out significantly in pre-669

dictive performance compared to the other classifiers, presenting consistently670

remarkable performance at each stage of the experimental process. Yet, it671

was several times slower than LSTM and GRU, which could pose a limit672

with respect to capturing market opportunities in time. All three models673

were able to outperform FinBERT on the independent tweets dataset, even674

though the latter has been pretrained on a large corpus consisting of financial675
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texts. When preceded by the additional task of label augmentation, by cor-676

recting news miss-classified as neutral, LSTM and GRU featured marginally677

improved performance. In the sector detection task, LSTM was clearly the678

best performing model, achieving the best combination of performance and679

execution time.680

Furthermore, we argue that a system that can only extract sentiment from681

financial news is incomplete. The rationale of the argument is that in order682

to be useful, the extracted sentiment still has to be associated with specific683

sectors, industries or stocks. Towards this direction, our sector detection684

module proved effective in matching news with the sectors affected by the685

same news. We consider our work of detecting the affected sectors as a686

stepping stone towards a more granular detection of the particular industries687

or stocks.688

Sector detection, while being a natural step towards predicting the af-689

fected industries or stocks, also has its own significant applications. By690

combining the sector detection model with the news-level sentiment analysis691

model, the designed solution was able to extract the general sentiment that692

prevailed in six sectors. The evaluation of the sector-level sentiment analysis693

approach yielded promising results. Thus, we consider the proposed sector-694

level sentiment analysis system as useful towards understanding broad-level695

sentiment trends, with potential application in forecasting the behavior of696

sector Exchange Traded Funds (sector ETFs).697

7. Conclusion698

Financial news is becoming an increasingly important source of data for699

investors who want to determine market sentiment. As the accuracy and700

speed of understanding these texts are paramount capabilities, both research701

and industry are considering computational methods that can automatically702

extract valuable information. This paper proposes three applications of NLP703

in this domain. Additionally, even though a multitude of machine learn-704

ing algorithms were evaluated for all applications, our results showed that705

methods based on deep learning prevailed in every case.706

The initial application regards the sentiment analysis of financial news. In707

this direction, we propose two computational modules, one for a preliminary708

label augmentation task and the other for the actual sentiment analysis task.709

To begin with, we use an ensemble of RNNs to detect news that has most710

likely been mislabeled as neutral. Secondly, we use LSTM to classify news711
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as positive or negative, which also considers the mislabeled neutrals with a712

semi-supervised learning approach. Using an independent test set consisting713

of financial tweets, the predictive performance of our sentimental analysis714

module is favourably compared against a cutting-edge pre-trained language715

model, namely FinBERT.716

The second problem we addressed is the detection of the particular sec-717

tor(s) affected by news. We presume that this task is an indispensable com-718

plement to the prior sentiment analysis task, because the extracted sentiment719

still has to be associated with a particular sector, industry or ticker. For this720

purpose, we propose an additional multi-class LSTMmodel trained to classify721

news into six economic sectors. The results showed adequate and balanced722

performance for all sectors, proving that deep learning can be used to predict723

the affected sectors.724

In the last direction, the sentiment analysis and sector detection mod-725

els have been combined into a hybrid system. The purpose of this system726

is to perform sector-level sentiment analysis, with potential applications in727

gauging broad market sentiment trends and the behavior of sector ETFs.728

The hybrid system outperformed a single multi-class model in the task of729

predicting sector-level sentiment, reaching about 80% accuracy.730

Based on the aforementioned results, we suggest several directions for731

future research. First of all, we consider the sector detection model as a732

stepping stone towards more fine-grained models, that can predict industries733

or particular stocks affected by news. Essentially, the proposed sector detec-734

tion model can narrow the search space of these tasks. This could result in735

systems that can automatically associate the sentiment extracted from news736

with particular industries or stocks.737

Secondly, as sector-level sentiment analysis predictions are designed to738

gauge market sentiment, they could be further studied as potential indica-739

tors for forecasting the price trends of sector ETFs. Thirdly, an investigation740

of the trade-off between execution time and predictive performance in senti-741

ment analysis of financial texts should be done, in the context of algorithmic742

trading profits. Finally, we plan to explore whether the addition of CNN lay-743

ers and attention mechanisms in the proposed system improves sector-level744

sentiment analysis results.745
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